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BEFORE YOU GO.

Wind shear, clear air turbulence, and wind veer events may not sound threatening,
unless your launch vehicle or aircraft is flying through them.

Introducing AeroForecast™
The world’s most advanced Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) system that measures wind speed,
direction, temperature, density, water vapor, and other properties simultaneously to give you the
most accurate picture of the atmosphere – before you fly into it.
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Using a patented Ultraviolet (UV)
detection method, AeroForecast
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be made in completely clear air, with
or without the presence of aerosols.
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upwards of 50km. Measurements can
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measurements, day and night,
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provides real-time, continuous
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Competing LIDAR technologies can
only guarantee measurements where
there are aerosols, often not much
higher than the boundary layer.
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AeroForecast technology allows for the recording of wind
measurements at the highest altitude of any ground-based
LIDAR. We are the only company on the planet to provide
these measurements from space, airborne and ground
assets. Beginning with ground stations in New Hampshire
and on Mauna Loa, we are now delivering fully autonomous,
transportable solutions as shown in the figure on the right.
AeroForecast technology is customizable and scalable to meet
your exact data collection needs, whether for short range or long.

ATMOSPHERIC INTELLIGENCE
FOR OUR WORLD AND BEYOND.

734.975.8777
1777 Highland Drive, STE B
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
www.MichAero.com

AeroForecast is based upon work supported by the Test Resource Management Center (TRMC), Test and Evaluation/Science and Technology (T&E/S&T), High Speed Systems Test (HSST) Program through U.S. Army Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training and Instrumentation (PEO STRI) under Contract
No. W900KK-13-C-0013. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the TRMC, T&E/S&T, HSST and/or PEO STRI.

